07 nitro

I fell in love with the dodge nitro the second I test drove it. I have since had zero problems for
three years, aside from basic maintenance for brake pads and such. Great MPG for the price of
the car and the quality of the construction of the vehicle. Feels very sturdy and it is. I think that
this is the one car that I actually like from Dodge. This SUV is an all around awesome vehicle for
the money. The other brands mid size SUV's I looked at were too cramped for space inside, too
common looking, and even boring. The nicest ones were way up there in price, even before you
add in options. The car has died!! In OCT it died on the side of the road. There was a surge of
power then a complete power loss. I lost all control to steer and went down into the medium and
that was the last time the car was driven. The car had more defects and problems from day 1.
Glad it's gone! Our mechanic said the problems with the car are things that would have ended
up costing us more to fix than to buy a new car. It is now junked!! The car was bought used , the
day after we bought it the battery light came on we went to have it diagnosed and they said
either battery or alternator so we replaced both to be safe. About a wk later the smell of gas was
so strong we hurried home and parked it. We called the dealer and he sent us to his mechanic
the mechanic could find nothing wrong with it and said maybe we over filled it and said not to
force gas into the tank when the pump stops don't try to round it off to the next dollar. Ok we
did it and took a drive and it happened again, this time the smell was so horrible it was coming
out of the vents with the ac. We had to ride with the windows open coming through the
everglades at temps in the high 90's. The mechanic still can't find anything wrong with the car.
The windshield wipers won't shut off once they've been turned, so now when you want to wash
the windshield you have to continue your drive with the wipers intermittently coming on. The
back passengers door wouldn't open, the key faub doesn't work unless you are standing next to
the door pushing the button repeatedly. I usually give up and just unlock the door manually. The
faub has a new battery and is still junk. The tailgate pistons have gone 2x on the passenger side
in 4 months. I called to find out if the recalls have been taken care of I was told that they were all
done. Oh and the directionals don't go down all the way when pressed so it takes a few times to
get it to stay down to signal a turn. I absolutely despise this car and can't wait to get rid of it, it
is officially the worst car I have ever owned. It's constant fixes, defects, quirks and unreliability
are to much for anyone. If we want to go away for a couple of days we have to rent a car for fear
of it dying on the side of the road or the ever present possibility of it catching fire since no-one
can find the horrific gas smell that fills the car. Mine is a and purchased it used in with only 10K
miles. Car has been dependable and only big complaint is the braking. It's too soft and spongy.
Had it looked at and had brakes replaced and rotors resurfaced. Some wind noise and loud
engine noise can be annoying. Loud acceleration and when coming out of a stop. On a stop,
feels like it wants to stall but never has. I thought it was because of the RPM being almost to
zero. Had that looked at too and they said it was normal. A couple of recalls but nothing major
and was taken care of promptly. The last major thing that happened to me a couple of months
ago was that the car completely shut off while I was driving. Luckily it happened while I was
pulling into a store parking lot. Engine just shut off and steering got hard to turn. Good thing it
was not on the road or freeway. Can you imagine?? I was able to pull into a parking spot right
away while coasting. Was able to start it right up again and rode straight home praying it would
not stall. Rides good but can feel like a couch sometimes. Harsh on bumps. Just happy that it
didn't turn out to be a lemon. No repair costs other then the normal maintenance stuff. Space
cargo is huge. Interior is simple and plain. No frills there. My wife and I researched and shopped
for a replacement for her Suburban. We have found the perfect solution. The Nitro is absolutely
sweet! I like to say it has some "that was nice of you think of" features. For example, the
Load-n-Go is way cool for loading groceries. We got the sunroof with ours and it makes driving
this thing big fun! I must admit, it has the typical handling and sway feel of a midsize SUV's but
of course, I drive a Vette during the week and I'm used to a very responsive feel. Overall, the
Nitro is a total home run for Dodge. We love it! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Nitro. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Worst car we've ever owned! Great looking body.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Nitros for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Nitro. Sign
Up. It also receives nicer interior bits and body-colored fender flares. The Nitro instantly stands
apart from its Jeep sibling with its slash-'n'-burn urban styling that would appear right at home
in the latest Diddy music video. It's less flashy inside. The supportive two-tone seats with bright
red inserts will get your attention in an otherwise tasteful and well-executed interior. Switchgear
is properly placed, and despite a narrow footwell, leg- and footroom are plentiful. Behind the
second row is the slick Load 'n Go floor that aids packing big, bulky items into the
percent-larger cargo area. Despite the new look, the softly sprung Nitro drives and handles just
like a Liberty, providing a meager 0. Braking from 70 mph is a bit better at feet. The Nitro makes
a strong visual statement. But what we see is a pricey Liberty. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type

keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand
Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Instrumented Tests. S Nation members are eligible for team gear and cash rewards! This
ensures a smooth, solid ride to and from the water, year after year. Dealer prep and freight
charges are displayed by selecting a dealer location. Prices, specifications and features are
subject to change without notice. Dealer installation fees for options, taxes, title, tariffs,
registration, documentation and license fees vary by situation and are in addition to prices
shown. Estimated monthly payments are based upon the data you enter. Many variables,
including current market conditions, your credit history, and down payment or capitalized cost
reduction, will affect your monthly payment and other terms. Information and interactive
calculators are made available to you as self-help tools for your independent use and are not
intended to provide investment advice. We cannot, and do not, guarantee their applicability or
accuracy in regards to your individual circumstances. All examples are hypothetical and are for
illustrative purposes only. Photos may show optional equipment. See your dealer for details. All
Learn More. Customer Service: Need Help? Find a Dealer. Tournament Rewards Get Paid to
Fish! Events Tournaments. Buy or Finance Ready to Buy? Learn More. Build Your Own. Buy
Now. Boat Buying Made Simple We'll help you select, finance, and deliver your boat! Proven
Construction through quality design and craftsmanship! Read More. Pro Level Performance
Read More. Tournament Rewards Get paid to fish! Millions in potential rewards! Shopping
Tools. All Rights Reserved. The Nitro shared its platform with the second generation Jeep
Liberty. The Nitro made its debut in February at the Chicago Auto Show , as a concept car
featuring an aluminum themed interior design. Aluminum-trimmed vents behind the front
fenders, and other aluminum trim around the door handles and rear hatch, were routinely
displayed as the center stack and shifter also included a finish in satin silver. It also became the
first modern Dodge branded automobile to be sold in Europe since its introduction in early In
the U. All Nitros were available with rear-wheel drive , and part-time four-wheel drive was
available as an option. Compared to its shared platform with the Jeep Liberty, the Nitro is
longer, lower, and wider. The extra length is split between the rear seat and the cargo area.
Safety features such as electronic roll mitigation, traction control, and side curtain airbags, as
well as a functional sliding cargo floor called Load 'N Go were also offered as standard
equipment. Another attribute of the SUV, is its aggressive hot rod styling; complete with a
bulged muscular appearance and pronounced fenders. For its initial debut in , two-wheel drive
and four-wheel drive drivetrains were offered, along with a choice of a 3. There were three types
of upholstery made available; basic cloth, stain-repellant cloth, and perforated leather. Standard
safety features included; front and rear side airbags, side curtain airbags, an electronic stability
program with traction control and brake assist, electronic roll mitigation and a tire-pressure
monitor. Both trims came with a standard hp 3. The SXT trim included a standard six-speed
manual transmission with an optional four-speed automatic. The Nitro's SXT trim included
standard power mirrors, windows and door locks with remote keyless entry, satellite radio, air
conditioning, and seating for five. Standard safety features included; front airbags, side curtain
airbags, traction and stability control with roll-over mitigation, brake assist, and a tire-pressure
monitor. Both came with a standard hp 3. The SXT with its six-speed manual transmission had
been replaced by the SE trim that featured the automatic transmission. The Nitro's SE trim
standards included power mirrors, windows and door locks with remote keyless entry, satellite
radio, air conditioning, and seating for five. For the model year, three new model designations
became available: Heat, Detonator, and Shock trim levels in either 4x2 or 4x4 versions. The Heat
trim was equipped with a hp 3. The Detonator and Shock trims included a hp V6 engine mated to
automatic transmission. The Heat trim level had power mirrors, windows and door locks with
remote keyless entry, satellite radio, and air conditioning. The Detonator added a rear-park
assist, remote start system, power driver's seat, cruise control, an overhead console with a trip
computer, compass, and exterior temperature display. The Shock trim added heated front seats,
leather trim interior, and a power sunroof. Among standard safety features were: front airbags,
side curtain airbags, active head restraints, traction and stability control with roll-over
mitigation, brake assist, and a tire-pressure monitor. The Load 'N Go sliding trunk floor feature
was discontinued. The model year continued the previous models in 4x2 or 4x4 versions with
the same engines and transmissions. New for was the Heat 4. The Heat 4. Also, select models
came with upgraded interiors with new cloth and leather with premium colored stitching.
Chrysler built model year Dodge Nitros for the fleet market only. The final Nitro came off the
assembly line on December 16, In Australia, versions could be had only as the 3. No manual

option was offered, but diesels were on sale until MY. Despite its flashy debut, Nitro sales did
not bode well for the company starting in , although by the situation had slightly ameliorated.
The decision was therefore taken not to continue its production into , with the assembly
effectively ending on December 16, The final Nitro came off the assembly line on December 16, ,
with a total of , units built since its introduction. In early , a TV advertisement in the U. The ad
gained a substantial amount of negative attention and was quickly pulled. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. August Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Retrieved Chrysler Group. Archived from the original PDF on Automobile Magazine. Motor
Trend. Top Speed. December Sales". Archived from the original on Dodge truck timeline, North
American market, sâ€”present. A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger.
Category:Dodge vehicles. Categories : Dodge vehicles Compact sport utility vehicles
All-wheel-drive vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles s cars Cars introduced in Motor vehicles
manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata All articles with failed verification Articles with failed
verification from January Articles needing additional references from August All articles
needing additional references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from January Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. August [1] â€”December 16, [2] [
failed verification ]. Toledo, Ohio , United States. Compact SUV [3] [4]. Dodge Raider. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Dodge Nitro. Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Caravan. Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size
pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these
models can be found here. Request s for return or exchange and report s of missing or
damaged part s must be received within 30 days of your receipt of merchandise s. We reserves
the rights to entertain requests received thereafter. Items returned must be in as-new conditions
with the packing slips, manuals, accessories and all other items intact in original packaging.
Returned merchandise must be received from our customer before we will process and ship out
any replacement. All merchandise should be returned to us by shipping carriers with safe
method which provides proof of shipment just in case your item does not reach us. We will not
responsible for the lost of returned merchandise in shipping. Shipping and handling charges for
all orders are non-refundable, as we have paid the Post Office to send the shipment and the
Post Office will NOT refund the postage cost back to us after they processed the shipment.
Customer will be responsible for the return shipping cost to send return back to us. For
returned merchandise that is found to be genuinely defective, we ship out replacement for free
we pay for the replacement shipping cost and will not charge additional shipping and handling
fees. We reserves the right to return merchandise to its customer and not refund money, if we in
our opinion deem that the merchandise has been used, crashed, abused, misused or modified
in any form, or has been damaged by water, dust, or other contaminants. Please also check
over the product especially the helicopters and air planes and make sure they are all good every
time before use or taking to the air. Please understand that RC helicopters and airplanes can
crash if mistake made or you do not know how to fly, any kind of crash or hard landing may
caused damage s to the helicopter or plane. We have no control over your flying skill, behavior
or the conditions you have chosen to fly in. We tested all products before shipment as we
stated above, if you have any problem with the aircraft or other product s you ordered from us,
please report it at the time when you received the shipment not after use please. We are sorry
but we can not be responsible for your crash or use. Remote controlled products and
accessories can be very dangerous. Please read the operating manual before use. We have no
control over the correct use, installation, application, or maintenance of our products, no
liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damages, losses or costs resulting from the use
of the products. Any claims arising from the operating, failure or malfunctioning etc. We
assume no liability for personal injuries, property damages or consequential damages resulting
from our products. If you do not agree to our terms, please do not make the order. We reserves
the right to amend this policy without further notification s. Facebook Weekly Giveaway.
Thunder Charger. Clutch pads for clutch shoes Alum clutch pads Melted my platic clutch pads
to the clutch bell 1st time running it off road. Ordered the alum ones, waiting to see how they
work out. A little tough to start and get parts for. Otherwise, runs good. WL Toys VG 5. Get The
Latest. Subscribe to get exclusive coupons and deals! About Us. Low Price Guarantee. Connect
on Facebook. Follow us on Twitter. Link us to Instagram. Watch our Channel. Discuss on our
Forum. Read our Blog. Learn from our Tutorials. Find a Product:. Dimension RC. Exceed RC.

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. For more information go to Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 5. Fastest
delivery: Feb 26 - March 4. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Falls
Mopar City. Sold by. Brand: Mopar. This fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that
delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Falls Mopar City. Ships from and sold by Clipsandfasteners Inc. Ships from
and sold by EverydayAutoParts. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Plugged right in to my Dodge Nitro. Thought I had just
a burned out brake light. Turns out the clips that hold the bulb in place melted, so it was stuck.
Needed a whole new circuit board as the fix and this one fit my Nitro perfectly. I had been
having problems with this tail light for 2 years, sometimes it worked, sometimes it didn't. Most
of the time it was just dim. I went to an auto part store and they told me they could not order it, I
would have to go to the dealership. Have you purchased anything at a dealership lately? I came
right home and got on Amazon, found the part at a great price, ordered it with no problem, the
part came in a couple of days, my husband plugged it right in and we have had no problems.
Thank you amazon :. Looked for this part at many auto parts stores no one had it and everyone
suggested going to the car dealership. So glad I found it here and not overpriced at all.
Purchased in Jan burned out by April One person found this helpful. It was exactly what I
needed and it met all my expectations. It was easy to install and it saved me lots of money. I was
very happy that it was a new original mopar part. The shipping was fast which allowed me to get
it and have it installed the same day. I no longer have to drive without any brake lights and
replace bulbs unnecessarily. I would recommend this product to everyone who drives a Dode
and want original parts minus the dealer price. This product is just as it shows and works
excellent. Very durable and easy to install! Fast shipping! Bought for moms vehicle still on there
and working perfectly. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: car tail light , dodge lights , dodge nitro , dodge ram nitro , oem parts for dodge , dodge
mopar parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Athens Dodge Chrysler Jeep. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Both
can be ordered with two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive, the four-wheel-drive being operated
through a knob on the console. At first, the in-your-face styling makes you think you're getting
into another version of the Dodge Caliber, but the Nitro is bigger. The standard engine is a 3.
The SXT comes standard with traction and stability controls, inch styled steel wheels,
four-wheel ABS disc brakes, power mirrors, air conditioning, power locks, and a tire pressure
monitoring system. Along with the aforementioned four-speed, the SLT trim adds extra interior
equipment and inch alloy wheels, fog lamps, heated mirrors, power seats, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel with audio controls, cruise control, and a slew of exterior appearance bits. The
Nitro's cockpit looks fairly modern. Faux brushed aluminum accents draw attention to the
center stack and most of the controls are easy to reach. The bucket seats are comfortable. The
front passenger seatback folds flat, creating a longer load floor for tall objects, and has a
molded tray that can accommodate most laptop computers. This hard plastic platform slides
out up to 18 inches to make loading and unloading cargo easier. One side has a fiber mat that
helps to prevent cargo from sliding around, and the other side is easy-to-clean plastic. Six

cargo hooks make strapping gear down a snap, and the hooks fold away when they are not
needed. The platform can support up to pounds and is a great example of an inexpensive item
that adds more than its weight in versatility. Sunroof, satellite radio, hands-free communication,
and a trailer tow group are other notable options. Close this There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. It joins
the Durango as Dodge's only available sport utilities, and is a good choice for those folks who
think most mid-size SUVs look too cute. It comes reasonably well equipped, and offers a host of
audio and appearance options. A horsepower 3. Two- and four-wheel-drive variants are
available, and the distinctively styled Nitro can tow 5, pounds when equipped with the optional
trailer top group. Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
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